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Redefine Efficiency with FORT Ship – Revolutionizing Wine Shipping! 

FORT Ship is the ultimate wine shipping solution, crafted exclusively for wineries 

and wine shippers. Say goodbye to manual headaches and embrace a seamless, 

efficient, and wine-smart shipping process. 

 

 Making the Complex Simple: Experience the ease of managing your 

shipments effortlessly. Our intuitive interface simplifies the entire shipping 

process, from order creation to tracking, ensuring a smooth journey for every 

bottle. 

 

 Comprehensive Tracking: Real time carrier tracking updates, and FORT’s 

innovative Package Life Cycle shows all scans, attempts, and even includes a 

detailed list of all products in each package. 

 

 Mobile Accessibility: Stay in control wherever you go! Fully responsive and 

mobile-accessible, manage shipments, track deliveries, and access real-time 

analytics at any time. Whether you're at the vineyard, the warehouse, or on the 

move, FORT Ship keeps you connected. 

 

 Seamless Printing Options: Easily print thermal labels, or utilize FORT’s IPS 

format for laser printers, and customize with logos, gift messages, and more.   

 

 Data-Driven Insights: Optimize your shipping strategy with actionable insights. 

FORT Ship provides comprehensive analytics, helping you make informed 

decisions to enhance your winery's shipping efficiency and reduce costs. 

 

 Seamless Integration: Integrate FORT Ship seamlessly into your existing 

systems. The FORT platform is designed to work harmoniously with your 

current setup and major wine industry platforms, minimizing disruptions and 

maximizing efficiency. 

 

Join the wineries that have already embraced a new era of shipping excellence. 

With FORT Ship, you’ll stop chasing efficiency, and start controlling it. 

 

 

Reach out today!  info@fortship.com 
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As a winery, you’ve probably seen your 

D2C business grow over the last 

several years.  While that is genuinely 

something to be excited about, like 

most steps forward, it comes with a 

few new challenges. 

The wine business has become more customer-focused than ever before, 

and overall, that’s a good thing.  Stronger relationships and better customer 

service usually mean increased sales and greater loyalty.  Virtually all 

successful wineries today understand that direct relationships with 

customers have become critical for survival.   

For wineries, one of the pillars of a strong customer connection—in 

addition to building relationships at your winery and tasting room—is 

shipping your wine directly to your customers. Whether you’re a boutique 

producer of 500 cases, or a megabrand of 500,000, shipping your wine to 

your customer’s door is now a keystone in the overall customer building 

and retention strategy, and it plays a vital role in the overall health of your 

• Source: SVB State of the Wine Industry Survey 2019 - 2023 
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brand.  This is especially true today, as wine consumption levels off or even 

drops, and bottle prices continue to rise. 

Direct shipping of wine is deep in FORT’s 

DNA.  We began to focus on shipping and 

fulfillment many years ago, back when the 

major problem facing wine shippers was “non-

reciprocal” states, or states that did not allow 

interstate shipment of alcohol. Since then, 

we’ve continued to build and enhance the 

platform with multiple tools to make wine 

shipments more efficient, and to make it 

easier to pursue effective shipping strategies 

within the patchwork of the D2C market. 

From the very beginning, FORT’s platform 

took into consideration many factors other 

shipping platforms do not, such as wine-specific containerization, product-

specific shipment eligibility, configurable dashboards, carrier label 

requirements for alcohol by state, TTB data, and much more.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shipping costs continue to rise across the board, 

and costs related to shipping—labor, packaging, 

inserts, returns, etc.—are no exception.  For this 
reason among others, wineries often consider 

moving fulfillment in-house.  Saving money is one 

thing—and certainly very important—but as soon 

as you start shipping more than a few dozen 
packages every month, it becomes clear that 

there is a lot more to shipping wine than just 

printing out carrier labels. 
 

“I ship a lot of wine, but I 

want to control the 

process better, and need 

to keep my costs down.” 
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Even in this environment, there is great news for wine shippers!   

Despite rising costs and complex regulations, wine shipments are easily 

manageable with FORT Ship, our streamlined app built specifically for 

wineries and other wine shippers.   

The FORT engine was built with a focus on Third Party Logistics facilities 

(3PLs), who store and ship wine for hundreds of winery clients.  That 

single-minded focus allowed us to build in literally hundreds of fields and 

functions that are specific to wine shipping.  With FORT Ship, we have 

streamlined that same engine and made it available to companies shipping 

wine to their own customers.  Industrial power at a shipping app price.  

No other shipping app will provide you with all the tools you need to 

efficiently and compliantly manage your wine shipments.  State-specific 

labeling requirements.  AVA designations.  All wine varietal categories. 

Wine shipper containerization logic.  Sales and excise tax.  State reporting 

tools for direct shippers.  The list goes on and on.   

 

Costs are rising.   

Labeling and reporting are  

becoming more complex.   

This is where FORT Ship comes in. 
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FORT Ship is an ideal solution for those focused first and foremost on 

shipping wine to their own customers.   

Let’s take a look at how some of the FORT Ship features compare against 

the more general shipping apps available today.   
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FORT 
Ship 

Shipping 
apps 

Admin add order capability ✓  

Alcohol-specific fields:  TTB Product Type, Vintage, varietal, ABV, etc. ✓  

Comprehensive help desk ✓ ✓ 

Comprehensive package life cycle report ✓ limited 

Comprehensive tracking including contents ✓  

Configurable dashboard preferences ✓ limited 

Containerization (configurable Cubing for wine and other products) ✓ limited 

Customer/Recipient Customizable Emails for all order and package 
statuses 

✓  

Customer/Recipient Email failure report ✓  

Customizable Insurance options including UPS Insure Shield able ✓ limited 

Customizable shipping services ✓  

D2C and B2B options ✓ ✓ 

Direct shipping permit/license management ✓  

FedEx Hold-at-Location ✓ limited 

Integrated address check option ✓  

Integration with UPS, FedEx, GLS  (UPS Ready, FedEx Compatible Service 
Provider (CSP), GLS Partner) 

✓  

Integrations with major wine industry platforms ✓  

Kitting / combo functionality ✓  

Multiple brand management function ✓  

Package stats dashboard ✓ limited 

Permit/license expiration notification ✓  

Pick sheet format options (product, recipient, package) customizable 
both for laser and thermal printing 

✓  

Returns analytics dashboard ✓  

Returns management ✓  

Scanning ✓ ✓ 

Shipping preference settings by state including Auto-inserts (icepacks, 
tissue wrap, gift wrap, temp control, etc.) 

✓  

State compliance reports ✓  

State-specific label capability ✓  

Unlimited users ✓  

  

 

 vs Standard Shipping Apps 
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FORT Ship is the Only Tool of its Kind 
 

For virtually any company that ships wine—whether a winery, retailer, or 

other licensee—FORT Ship provides the most comprehensive set of tools 

available.   

 

FORT Ship takes all the exceptions and complications of shipping wine, and 

incorporates them into a single, streamlined, easily-manageable shipping app 

that was built from the ground up in the wine industry. 

 

• Shipping to a few different states, and one of those states requires 

special language on the label?  No problem, it’s built into FORT Ship. 

 

• Click on a tracking number but need more information on what 

happened before the order was shipped, and what specific products 

are in the package?  It’s built into FORT Ship.   

 

• You ship in pulp shippers, except to a few states, and need to manage 

that manually?  FORT Ship automates it for you.  

 

FORT spent years developing its powerful WMS engine for major wine 

fulfillment warehouses (3PLs).  It then took that same engine, streamlined 

it, and created FORT Ship.  With its power, wine-smart functionality, and 

deep integrations with major wine industry platforms, there is simply no 

shipping platform that compares to it for wineries today.   

 

FORT Ship is redefining shipping for the wine industry. 
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THE DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER (DTC) MODEL 

CONTINUES TO POSITIVELY EVOLVE AND IS 

DOING SO AT AN ACCELERATING PACE. IT'S 

AMAZING TO THINK THAT JUST A DECADE AGO, 

DIRECT-TO-CONSUMER SALES WERE ONLY ABOUT 

HALF THE SALES OF AN AVERAGE WINERY. 

NOWADAYS, DTC SALES ARE ALMOST 75% OF 

THE AVERAGE WINERY'S SALES 

 
SVB ANNUAL WINE INDUSTRY REPORT, 2022 
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Detailed order search page including searchable fields like scheduled 

ship date, depletion date, sort groups, manifest number, and much 

more. 

What gives FORT Ship its unique power?  Here’s a look at some of the functionality. 
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State-by-state listing of wine shipping licenses and permits, including 

expiration notifications. 
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Customizable shipping preferences by state, by carrier, by service level  
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Fast, informative dashboards and analytics 
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Robust scanning and printing functionality.  


